THE   CAROLINGIANS   AND   THE   VOLTE-FACE   OF   THE   PAPACY
Meanwhile, on succeeding to Adrian, Leo III sent him the banner
of the city of Rome1 and introduced the new fashion of inserting
in the date of his bulls the year of Charles's reign, a quo cepit
Italian.
It is obvious that Charles no longer regarded himself as a patridus
Romanorum. He was acting as the protector of Christianity. At this
period he had triumphed over Saxony and the Lombards, and had
subdued the Avars or driven them across the Theiss (796), and in
the plenitude of his power he could claim to assume this role.
Apart from the petty princes of England and Spain he was the only
sovereign in the West. His situation was superior to that enjoyed
by any king in history, and although the remnants of Byzantine
supremacy still lingered in "Romania," there was no such influence
in the North, nor in the Anglo-Saxon and Germanic environment
which Charles inhabited; Alcuin, in addressing himself to Charles,
might well call him Emperor.2
In Rome itself, the Pope, although he did not deny the sovereignty
of the Emperor of Byzantium, was in fact no longer his subject.
Was it not inevitable that the idea should occur to him, recognizing
as he did the power and the prestige of the King of the Franks,
of reconstituting, for the benefit of Charles, that Empire which
since the 5th century had no longer existed in the West ? But it is
evident that what he had in mind was not merely to reconstitute
the Empire in partibus Occidentis, and to create, so to speak, a suc-
cessor to Romulus Augustulus. To do this would be to bring the
Emperor back to Rome, and then he would be in his power.
But he wished to remain independent of him. This is clearly proved
by the mosaic which he had placed in the triclinium of the Lateran,
in which we see Saint Peter presenting the pallium to Leo ffl and
the standard to Charles. It was not Imperial Rome, but the Rome
of Saint Peter that the Pope wished to exalt by reconstituting the
Empire; Rome, the head of the eccksia, that ecclesia of which Charles
1	BOHMER-MUHLBACHER, Op. tit., p. 145.
2	Ad decorem imperialis regni vestrL lot, pjister, and ganshof, op. dL.
p. 457, n. 10.
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